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Introduction 
At the mention of Ordnance and Small Arms the Royal' Ordnance Factories 

in England invariably flash through the mind due to their pre-eminent position 
in this sphere. It is a matter forbreget that; the Ordnance Factories in India 
are not so widely known. But in view of bhe excellent class of workmanship 
that is to be seen in the pmdwbs of tiheir manuf%~ture, it is the W&AW'S hope 
that in the near future: now that the Ordnance Factories are forging ahead on 
projects that will make India self supporting, the I d a  Ordnance Factorie~ 
will command a similar fine opinion. 

The design and production of Small Arms has progressed in England 
from the old Brown Bess, a muzzle loaded weapon which was later modified to a 
breech loader, through the Martin Rifle, maae about 1870 ; the Lee Enfield 
Mark I made about 1900 ; the Mark I11 made about 1907 ; and the Rifle No. 4 
made about 1926. Whilst Revolvers have advanced through similar stages to 
the current -38 on which production commenced about 1929, Light Machine 
Guns have progressed to the Bien Mark 111. Production is now to be under- 
taken of the Bren Gun, Sten Carbine and pistol Revolver in India. 

In India, there was production of Ordnance from the time of the old East 
India Company and it is a pity that we cannot devote time to that most inter- 
esting period in this paper. In this short paper it is not possible to do justice 
to the subject df Ordnance and Small Arms Design but brief references will 
be made to the more important aspects of the subject. 

The production of modern Small Arm, following the policy and wtivities 
of England, commenced about 1904 and the progress made can be visualized 
from the fact that during the late World War 11 India was producing about 
14,000 Rifles per month. 

,Vow that India is an independant country'the question of the design of 
weapons has naturally to be faced and thib brings us to the crux of this paper 
i.e. Ordnance and Small .Arms Design. 

I am not going into the pros and cons of the various weapons, this being a 
subject that can only be dealt with by the experts, but I will endeavour to give 
a few very brief _remarks about the various Small Arms and Ordnance with 
which this country is chiefly concerned at  present and then pass on to  a few 
remarks that I would like to offer on points of design that affect the manufac- 
turer. 

smll Arms 
This term usually applies to Rifles, Light ~ach ine  Guns, Carbines and 

Revolvers, i.e., Weapons that are used by the Infantry units. 

* Paper presented to the Defence Science Conference held in Delhi in April 1949. 
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The rifle has a breech machanism of the bolt type, the bolt being locked by a 
tmning movment which cmes lugs cm the belt to e n w e  with m&g contacts 
in the body. There is a cssnming actjam of the locking lugs to sea.tY1Bs-oartridge 
MY. 

The magazine is directly beneath the bolt and is loaded from the top with 
two clips of five cartridges whilst the bolt is rt-hrmted. 

The mmunition n s d  is htlme ,383" X.K. VB. a 

mmarmWg.m 
This ma&e gun has a gas operated breech machanism. lThe breech 

block, representing she bolt of a rifle, is propelled by the pressure of gas, 
created upon the firing of a round of ammunition, acting u p n  a piston situated 
direbtly beneath the barrel an8 connected with the barrel by the gas block. 

There are cams on the breech block that are operated through the piston 
post to move the block into% position between a locking shoulder and the barrel 
face to seat the cartridge firmly at the moment of firing. 

The magazine is fitted over the breech machanism sperture in 
the body and is designed to hid 38 !rounds. 

The raBe sf &re of'this a m  is ~ x . ' ~  rotends per min'ute. Q e  ammuni- 
tion used is the *%3" MK. VII. 
8ten Carbine 

The sten carbine is an automatic weapon of a very simple design, some- 
times referred to by the Iayman as a " Tomy Bun ". 

It is operated by the pressure of the gases, cre&ed when a r d  is fired, 
a&% dire6tly upan the face of the breech blockand cawing it to fly backwards ; 
it rebounds again having eollected another round frcnn the magazine and so 
rageats the operstion* 

  he rate sf f i e  of this arm is approx. 575 qounds per minute, 
The rnagslline is fitted at &he side-of the body and is designed to hold 30 

rounds. 
9 m/m rimless ammunition is used. 

SAsbi Rsvdver No. i MK. I 
This is six abwnber L a m e r  operated revolver of a somewhat lighter 

- pattern than the .45" mdel which i t  has replaced. 
-38" rimless amUm:tion is used. 

4lkhm?0 
This term usually applies to guns, howitzers and Mortars. modern design 

a d  devlqment renders it som~what &n& im draw a clear h e  between 
these weapons but gmeally spaking the speoial &aract&stics of emh type of 
weapm map be s d s e d  as follows :- 

Gturt---Ei& Velocity ; Long Range. 
Howitzer---Varying Charges ; Bteep Angle .of Descent. 
B h t a ~ -  -&ow Vekcity ; Bhoft Ra*. 
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The principal systems of construction in present use are Wire Wound (for 
big Naval Guns etc.) and Removable Liners or Barrels. 

The wire wound system has been the British practice for weapons over 3" 
calibre for many years (about 50). The principal advantage claimed for this 
system being that for a given  adst tic value and factor of safety it provides a 
lighter weapon than if built up. 

The removable liner or barrel system which is rapidly coming into favour 
and is employed on most modern designs has the advantage of the facility 
with which a worn liner may be removed and replaced by another whiEst the 
weapon is still in the field. The successful development of this system was due, 
to  a great extent, to the autofrettage process of manufacturing the tubes. In 
this process, the setting up of a stage of residual compression in the inner and a 
residual tension in the outer layers of &he steel is effected by the application of a 
suitable liquid pFessure to the bore of the tube, 

The modern high tensile steels now dexeloped are tending to render the 
autofrettage procew redundant. 

The present trend of design of Ordnance is to cater far Air Borne weapons 
i.e., weapons that can be easily dismantled for transport by air. 

The two weapons with which India is at  present chiefly concerned on the 
manufacturing side are :- 
(1) Ordnance Q.F. 25 Pd. 

The body of this consists of a loose barrel, length 924" ; Bore 3-45" ; a 
jacket and a removable Breech Ring. 

(2) Ordnanoe Q.F. 3.7" A.A. 
The body of this weapon consists of a jacket, autofrettaged loose liner ; 

length of jacket & liner 185", Bore of Liner 3.7" and a removable Breech Ring. 
The writer has not had a great deal of experience of Ordnance during the 

past few years, having been engaged upon the production of Small Arms and 
therefore regrets that further data on these two weapons are not available a t  
short notice. 

Points on design that affect the manufacturer 
" 

The method of manufacture of any article is dependant upon quantities 
required and when an article is required in large numbers, as in the case of 
Small Arms, the method should be mass production. . 

To attain this it is advantageous if the design of the weapon is such &at it 
lends itself to this method and consequently has all its details simplified as 
much as possible. 

Ai S m d  Arm may be conceived and the desigd committed to paper by 
experienced designers who are au fait with service requirements and all the 
ideal features appertaining to the functioning of the weapon but it is often 
found that, from the manufacturers point of view, the diiliculties of production 
have been overlooked. This is understandable since it is not usual to find 
persons who are experts in the design of weapons are also production engineers. 
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In most instances a design, as conceived by the designer, can, with a few 
modilications, be made to satisfy both the designer, from a functional point 
of view and the  manufacture^ from a production point of view. 

A few examples of the simplest modifications that are often asked for by 
$he production side which, if included in the original component drawings would 
ease the essential routine work when:going into production of a new weapon are 
given below :- 

(a) A component is shown with a threaded portion right up to a shoulder 
Is this essential ! If so, an undercut would assist machining. If pro- 

duced with a die head or threading tool and the use of protruding 
chasers, extending beyond the front face of the die head would 
be avoided if the thread could terminate a distance away from . 
the shoulder. Similarly a clearanc2 at  the endof a spline or key 
way to enable the tool to run out is often forgotien. 

(b)  A component is shown as made from solid material which to produce 
as drawn would entail many machining operations whereas a similar 
ariicle, of equal strength, could be fabricated and the amount of 
machining reduced considerably. 

(c) By modification of design a component may be produced as a pres- 
sing which, although involving several press operations, would be 
considerably quicker to make than when machined from a casting or 
material. 

(d} Drawings are without tolerances on many dimensions or, a t  the 
other extreme, with very close tolerances. 

In either case it is a " headache " for the manufacturer since in the former 
case he is not sure of the accuracy required and consequently has to seek 
enlightment from the design staff and in the latter case he has to engage more 
highly skilled operators, who can work to such fine limits, and also in many 
instances increase the number of operations to maintain the accuracy called 
for which would not be the case where less exacting tolerances are admissible 
whilst still maintaining the functional accuracy of the component. 

A further point that arises in this country at  present, due to India not as 
yet being self supporting, is the material specified for various components. 

In current designs of Small Arms there are several components which have 
material specified that is not of indigenous supply. In some instances alter- 
native materials, that are being produced in India, could be specified until 
the special alloy steels etc. as quoted on original drawings, are produced indi- 
genously. 

It is the writer's opinion that many of these points df design etc., could be 
successfully cleared up before production is put in hand if a committee of experi- 
enced persons from all the branches of the industry were to be set up and they 
met to discuss each detailed component drawing before final acceptance of an 
Arm for production. This would not pnly broaden the designers field but help 
to ease the work of the planning staff of the factory who are detailed to produce 
the weapon. 



In c o n ~ o n  I ahoiurd like to  d i p a s  &a the min subject .to give a ;brief 
outline of the work bhst hss to be put in brain to ens& prodaction of a W ~ ~ Q B  
to be commenced. 

First, each compne13.f &awing has to be examined and the method of 
mand&otw, &&he ferm of a @ttct&g layoat prepred ; in mmy ki- 
Ssances in &m& ,&ma prod=* this ~ n s f ~ l s  -s l.wndrd to t7vs hmtlmd opt%%- - 
tions. 

Secondly, the plant an8 equipment required for each o p e d m  .on the 
component has to be de~idedorpon~and &e equipment designed and m ~ d a c t u r -  
ed ; on a 8maU Arm such rn the Bren G w  h e  would be several thousand 
fixtlll'*tdS ~d gWgB8 $0 b% ~ ~ d e d . .  

Concunently the cutting time for each operation haa, to 'be calculated to 
ascertain the number of machines that will be requid  to maintain a given 
output. 

Also the type, size, oodtion and quantity of material that is required for 
each component lux to be formdated t.0 mable pmvision aotioa to be taken. 

Thirdly, the location of the phntiBeb9+io be pbmed .for &e various shops 
allotted for prodaction to amma %he mini- t r a n w w . t  of a oomponent 
during its variow stages ef 31.m~d~6- -combid with sent grouping of 
machines fer pu~pwe ef mpervJ&on. 

Thus it will be seen that the design of each component of a weapon needs 
very careful eon&lera%ion rrot d y  h m  the f u o t h a l  side bat fram tuh.e manu- 
facturers point of view ~inoe fib m t k e  work iayolved, ameptance of a 
design for naanufacture, before pruduckim can be wtablished may take from 
six months to two years, am- to the weapon coaoerned, an8 much of this 
work can be simplified if the design drawings in the first instame have b e n  
clearly and concisely defined for the condition d e r  which they have to be 
manuf~tured. L 




